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Abstract

In the context of space sustainability and space traffic coordination and management, it is important to define an 
internationally recognised and accepted approach to measure the Space capacity, defined as the quantity and type of 
missions/objects that the Space environment can sustain. In parallel to the study on how the capacity can be measured, 
it is important to define an acceptable threshold of the space capacity and to link such measure to the contribution that 
each new and already flying mission apport to it, in order to better drive the definition of mitigation guidelines. 

The THEMIS tool is being developed along these lines: to Track the Health of the Environment and Missions in 
Space. The software, that will be opened to the whole Space community (i.e., satellite operators, regulators, space 
debris experts, and general public) through a Web user Interface, is being developed by Politecnico di Milano and 
Deimos UK within a project funded by the European Space Agency. The space debris mode of the THEMIS tool 
allows the computation of the space debris index given the profile of a mission, the spacecraft characteristics, orbit 
characterisation and operational aspects such as collision avoidance manoeuvre efficacy and post mission disposal 
capabilities and reliability. Then the space capacity mode of the THEMIS tool, currently under development, is 
described. As part of this task, we perform a literature review of proposed approaches to measure the carrying capacity 
of other ecosystems to inspire the discussion ongoing in the Space community. 
Keywords: Space debris index, space capacity, carrying capacity, seating capacity, space debris environment, space 
sustainability 
 
Acronyms/Abbreviations 
CAM  Collision Avoidance Manoeuvre 
ECOB Environmental Consequences of 

Orbital Breakups 
KPI  Key Performance Indicator 
LEO  Low Earth Orbit 
PMD Post Mission Disposal 
RAAN Right Ascension of Ascending Node 
THEMIS Tracking the Health of the 

Environment and Missions in Space 
WUI Web User Interface 

 
1. Introduction 

Space, as any other ecosystem, has a finite capacity. 
The continuous growth of space activities, due to our 
increasing reliance on services from Space, the 
privatisation of the space market and the lower cost of 
deploying smaller and distributed missions in orbit is 
contributing to the improvement of the quality of life. 
However, it is also overloading this delicate ecosystem. 
As of today, the space debris problem is internationally 
recognised, and thus the environmental concern in Space 
activities is becoming a priority. To tackle this issue, a 
clear and actionable definition of space capacity is 

required. Indeed, in the context of space sustainability 
and space traffic coordination and management, it is 
important to define an internationally recognised and 
accepted approach to measure the Space capacity, 
defined as the quantity and type of missions/objects that 
the Space environment can sustain. In parallel to the 
study on how the capacity can be measured, it is 
important to define an acceptable threshold of the space 
capacity and to link such measure to the contribution that 
each new and already flying mission apport to it to better 
drive the definition of mitigation guidelines. 

The THEMIS tool is being developed along these 
lines: to Track the Health of the Environment and 
Missions in Space [1][2]. The software, that will be 
opened to the whole Space community (i.e., satellite 
operators, regulators, space debris experts, and general 
public) through a Web User Interface (WUI), is being 
developed by Politecnico di Milano and Deimos UK 
within a project funded by the European Space Agency. 
The space debris mode of the THEMIS tool allows the 
computation of the space debris index given the profile 
of a mission, the spacecraft characteristics, orbit 
characterisation and operational aspects such as collision 
avoidance manoeuvre efficacy and post mission disposal 
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capabilities and reliability. The space debris index of a 
single mission is based on the assessment of the risk of 
collisions and explosion during the mission profile and 
the evaluation of the effects of such an event on the whole 
active satellite population, in terms of cumulative 
probability of collision of the simulated resulting debris 
cloud on a set of representative targets [3]. 

Then the space capacity mode of the THEMIS tool, 
currently under development, is described. The space 
capacity mode allows the computation of the space 
capacity share used by orbiting spacecraft. This is 
obtained comparing the space debris index with long-
term DELTA simulations to represent the evolution of 
the background population and by aggregating and 
comparing the space debris index of several missions [4]. 
As part of this task, we perform a literature review of 
proposed approaches to measure the carrying capacity of 
other ecosystems to inspire the discussion ongoing in the 
Space community [5]-[10]. 

The paper will present the development and 
consolidation of the different building blocks required for 
the definition of the space debris index and the 
environmental capacity, and the development the WUI to 
support the management of the capacity through its 
computation and allocation and interaction with the 
Space community. 

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes 
the important aspects in the definition of the space debris 
index that relies on a novel approach developed for the 
fragment cloud propagation and collision risk estimation 
summarised in Section 3. The procedure to compute the 
space debris index within THEMIS is drafted in Section 
4. Then a literature review of space capacity, carrying 
capacity and seating capacity is given in Section 5, also 
embracing other environmental fields. This task is in 
preparation to the development of the space capacity 
model of THEMIS defined in Section 6. Section 7 
introduces the WUI that will be made available to the 
Space community, while Section 8 discusses on the next 
steps. 

 
2. Space debris index 

As described in [1], the space debris index in 
THEMIS follows the formulation of the Environmental 
Consequences of Orbital Breakups (ECOB) index [3] and 
is defined as a risk indicator. The formulation is 
composed by a probability term (p), which quantifies the 
collision probability due to the space debris background 
population and the explosion probability of the analysed 
object, and a severity term (e) associated to the effects of 
the fragmentation of the analysed object on the on the 
sustainability of the space environment. The index 
evaluation at a single time epoch is computed as 

 
𝐼𝐼 = 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 + 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (1) 

where 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐  and 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒  represent the collision and explosion 
probabilities, and 𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐  and 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  represent the collision and 
explosion effects, respectively. A grid approach is used 
for the computation of the probability term and the 
explosion terms [11][12]. 

Following the approach in Letizia et al. [4], the space 
debris index at a single time epoch is computed using Eq. 
(1) and the evaluation is performed for each time epoch 
in each phase of the mission (i.e. launch, orbit injection, 
cruise, end-of-life disposal). In the case the spacecraft is 
active, the computation of Eq. (1) is performed twice, 
with and without Collision Avoidance Manoeuvre 
(CAM) capabilities, so that, at a generic time epoch of 
the mission the index is 

 
𝐼𝐼 = 𝛽𝛽 ∙ 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + (1 − 𝛽𝛽) ∙ 𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛−𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 (2) 

where 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  is the index at a single epoch when CAM 
capabilities are considered, 𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛−𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  is the index at a 
single epoch when No-CAM capabilities are considered, 
and 𝛽𝛽 is the CAM efficacy that can be set between 0 and 
1 or can be computed using the ESA ARES tool based on 
the fractional risk reduction, which measures the efficacy 
of the avoidance strategy [13] (Fig. 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1. ARES output for the evaluation of the CAM 
efficacy. 

 
To assess the impact of the entire mission space 

environment, the value of the index is computed as: 
 

𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 = � 𝐼𝐼 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑡𝑡𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝑡𝑡0
+ 𝛼𝛼 ∙ � 𝐼𝐼

𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑡𝑡𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + (1 − 𝛼𝛼) ∙ � 𝐼𝐼

𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓

𝑡𝑡𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (3) 

where 𝑑𝑑0is the starting epoch, tEOL is the epoch at which 
the operational phase ends. The first term of Eq. (3) 
refers to the operational phase of the object. The second 
and the third term refer to the Post-Mission Disposal 
(PMD) phase where it is contemplated that the End-Of-
Life (EOL) disposal may fail [4]. The reliability of the 
PMD is included through the parameter 𝛼𝛼  to be set 
between 0 and 1, tend is the epoch at which the disposal 
ends, and tf is the epoch at which the object would 
naturally decay from its initial orbit. An upper limit for tf 
can be used, for example 100 years [4].  
 
 

 
3. Cloud propagation and collision risk estimation 
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The computation of the effects of an explosion or a 
collision in Eq. (11) requires the modelling of a 
fragmentation event, the propagation of the fragments’ 
trajectories and the computation of the probability of 
collision of these fragments on other objects. To this aim 
a continuum approach was developed at Politecnico di 
Milano an implemented in the Starling V2.0 suite. These 
building blocks will be described in the following 
sections. 

 
3.1 Breakup model 

As commonly done in other probabilistic space debris 
models, the NASA Standard Breakup Model [14] 
(NASA SBM) is used for characterising the ejected 
fragments due to a fragmentation event, either collision 
or explosion. The NASA SBM was reformulated in a 
probabilistic manner in [15], where three probability 
density functions in characteristic length 𝐿𝐿, area-to-mass 
ratio 𝐴𝐴/𝑀𝑀 , and ejection velocity Δ𝑣𝑣  were derived. In 
[11][12] it is demonstrated how the phase space domain 
in Keplerian elements and area-to-mass ratio occupied by 
the ejected fragments can be evaluated semi-analytically 
on the basis of the cumulative density functions in area-
to-mass ratio and ejection velocity Δ𝑣𝑣 . This allows to 
bound the region interested by the fragmentation event 
and, thus, to estimate the density distribution at a reduced 
computational cost. The distribution is approximated 
through a binning approach [12], which means that the 
density varies discretely over the phase space. 
 
3.2 Density propagation 

The density distribution estimated in Section 3.1 is 
propagated applying the method of characteristics [16] to 
the continuity equation; this allows converting it from a 
partial differential equation into a system of ordinary 
differential equations, as follows. 

 �

d𝐲𝐲
dt

= 𝐅𝐅                   

dn𝐱𝐱
dt

= −n𝐱𝐱 ∇𝐲𝐲 ⋅ 𝐅𝐅
 (4) 

where 𝐅𝐅 is the force field, 𝐲𝐲 the phase space variables, 
and n𝐱𝐱  the phase space density. The PlanODyn 
propagator [17] is adopted for the semi-analytical 
integration of Eq. (4) under atmospheric drag, J2 
perturbation, solar radiation pressure and third-body 
perturbation. The propagator adopts either single or 
double averaged dynamics [18] to reduce the 
computational cost. The propagated characteristics are 
eventually interpolated through the binning approach for 
sparse distributions proposed in [2]. 
 
3.3 Collision risk 

The impact rate �̇�𝜂 between a debris’ cloud and a given 
target can be obtained evaluating the flux of fragments 
against the target cross section 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 , directly from the 

density in Keplerian elements 𝑛𝑛𝜶𝜶,𝜷𝜷 , according to the 
following expression [15]: 

 η̇ = Ac� �
𝑛𝑛𝜶𝜶,𝜷𝜷�𝜶𝜶,𝜷𝜷(𝑘𝑘)�

�det J𝐫𝐫→𝛃𝛃
(k) �

4

k=1ℝ3
… 

�𝐯𝐯T − 𝐯𝐯�𝛂𝛂,𝛃𝛃(k)�� d𝛂𝛂 

(5) 

where 𝜶𝜶 stands for the subset of orbital elements (𝑎𝑎, 𝑒𝑒, 𝑖𝑖), 
𝜷𝜷  for (𝛺𝛺,𝜔𝜔, 𝑓𝑓) , 𝐯𝐯T  is the target velocity, 𝐯𝐯  is the 
fragments’ velocity, and J𝐫𝐫→𝛃𝛃  is the Jacobian of the 
transformation from position vector 𝐫𝐫 to 𝛃𝛃. The apex 𝑘𝑘 
indicates the four possible intersections with the target 
position 𝐫𝐫T, given 𝛂𝛂. 

The probability of collision Pc is modelled according 
to a Poisson distribution through an analogy with the gas 
kinetic theory [19], as follows. 

 Pc = 1 − exp�−N(t)� (6) 

where the number of impacts at time t, N(t), is obtained 
integrating the impact rate of Eq. (5) over time. 
 
4. Space debris index computation with THEMIS 

The space debris mode of the THEMIS tool assesses 
the impact of a space mission on the space debris 
environment based on mission information such as orbit, 
mass, cross-section, and risk of fragmentation due to 
accidental collisions or break-up. The space debris index 
formulation is the one described in Section 2, however all 
the terms were built from scratch following a grid-like 
approach and implementing the novel cloud propagation 
and collision risk estimation method described in Section 
3. The physical characteristics of the object such the cross 
area, the mass, and the mission profile in terms of phases 
and orbits, are retrieved from the THEMIS database 
which stores the information inputted by the user of the 
tool. The operational orbit data are considered as constant 
or variable through CCSDS (Consultative Committee for 
Space Data Systems) Orbit Ephemeris Message (OEM) 
format. The orbit evolution for the definition of the 
mission analysis is also provided as OEM file or 
evaluated using the ESA OSCAR tool [20]. In this way 
different disposal options are available (i.e., direct 
disposal, targeted deorbit, re-orbit or natural decay) and 
considering a ranges of possible propulsion technologies 
(i.e., chemical, electric, drag augmentation devices) with 
the corresponding design parameters (i.e., specific 
impulse, maximum thrust and thrusting time, augmented 
cross-section, drag and reflectivity coefficient). 

The THEMIS backend defines the orbital region and 
the orbital element domain for the computation of the 
explosion and collision effect maps: 
• Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
• Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) 
• Geosynchronous Orbit (GO): 37948 km < a < 

46380 km, e < 0.25. This region includes: 
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o Geostationary Orbit (GEO) 
o Inclined Geosynchronous Orbit (IGO) 
o Extended Geostationary Orbit (EGO) 

• GEO Transfer Orbit (GTO) 
• Highly eccentric and crossing orbits (HECO): ha > 

2000 km 
o LEO-MEO Crossing Orbits 
o MEO-GEO Crossing Orbits 
o GEO-superGEO Crossing Orbits (GHO) 
o High Altitude Earth Orbits (HAO) 
o Highly Eccentric Earth Orbit (HEO) 

For each of these regions, a set of orbital parameters 
was defined as the minimum one to obtain accurate 
estimation of the probability and severity terms in Eq. 
(1). For example, for the LEO region, a grid in semi-
major axis and inclination [3] is adopted. The grid is 
defined for a range of altitudes from 400 km to 2000 km 
and a range of inclinations from 0 to 180 degrees. The 
selection of the bin size is not fixed but can be chosen 
arbitrarily, considering a default cell size of 10 km in 
semi-major axis and 10 degrees in inclination [11][12]. 
Even if the extension to other orbital regions is still under 
development, a preliminary selection of the orbital 
parameters to be used for the other orbital region is [18]: 
• MEO: semi-major axis, inclination, and Right 

Ascension of Ascending Node 
• GEO: longitude 
• GTO: semi-major axis, inclination, right ascension 

of ascending node and argument of perigee 
• HECO: semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination, 

RAAN and argument of perigee 

The cumulative probability of explosion as function 
of time from launch pe(t) is derived from historical data 
from the ESA DISCOS database [21] for payloads and 
rocket bodies considered as two separated classes. 

 
pe(t) = 1 −  S�(t) (7) 

Two estimators for evaluating the explosion 
probability are considered. The first estimator is the 
Kaplan-Meyer estimator [6], which estimates the 
survival rate S�(t)  from a statistic on the number of 
explosion and the number of survived objects up to a time 

t for a given class (i.e., rocket bodies or payload). The 
second estimator is Nelson-Aalen estimator [22], can 
directly evaluate the cumulative hazard rate function 
H�(t). 

The collision probability 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐  in Eq. (1) is evaluated 
flying the spacecraft under analysis though the debris 
environment and adopting the kinetic gas theory [23][24] 

 
pc(t) = 1 − exp(−Φ(t)  ∙  𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐  ∙  𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑) (8) 

 
where Φ(t)  is the average flux of space debris in 
1/m2/year, 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 the cross-sectional area of the object in m2, 
and Δ𝑑𝑑 the time span considered in year. The value of the 
average debris flux is computed from ESA MASTER 8 
[25] software tool. Alongside the debris flux, ESA 
MASTER 8 is used to compute the average impact speed 
of the space debris on a spacecraft. This computation is 
performed on the same grid used for the debris flux. The 
resulting average speed is evaluated by weighting each 
impact speed by its associated flux.  

Fig. 2 shows the probability of collision of an object 
(mass equal to 1000 kg and cross-section equal to 10 m2) 
in LEO with the space debris background population, 
considering a time interval of 1 year and varying the 
semi-major axis and the inclination of the orbit. The left 
plot shows the collision probability considering 
catastrophic collisions and no CAM capabilities. The 
centre plot considers that the spacecraft can avoid space 
debris larger than a fixed upper diameter of 10 cm. The 
right most plot, instead, considers a variable traceability 
threshold 

 

𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∙ �
𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 − 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸
ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟

�
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

 (9) 

being 𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓  the minimum detectable radius at the 
reference altitude, 𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐  the semi-major axis of the 
spacecraft orbit, 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 the radius of the Earth (6378.1 km), 
ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟  the reference altitude. The two defined thresholds 
are used to filter the flux of debris to be used in the 
collision probability. This can have a significant effect on 
the results, by shifting the most critical regions to higher 
orbits. It is clear the difference in both magnitude and 
distribution of the collision probability when we consider 
the contribution of collision avoidance manoeuvres.
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Fig. 2. Collision probability of an object in LEO considering no-CAM capability (left), CAM capability and a threshold 
of 10 cm for the trackable debris (centre), CAM capability and a variable diameter threshold for the trackable debris. 

 
The effect terms of both collisions (ec) and explosions 

(ee) depend on the characteristics of the fragmentation, 
and on the evolution of the cloud of debris and its 
interaction with the objects’ population. Specifically, the 
effects are defined following [3] as the resulting increase 
in the collision probability for operational satellites. This 
is used as a measure of the consequences of a 
fragmentation in orbit. To this aim, given an orbital 
region of the one listed above a set of representative 
targets, representative of the entire population of active 
objects, need to be defined. The operational satellites and 
their operational status and orbit are extracted from ESA 
DISCOS [21]. In the current implementation the targets 
to be considered are chosen based on the cross-sectional 
area of operational satellites on the orbital elements grid 
defined above. A cumulative cross-section ∑𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 for each 
domain grid is computed. The representative target map 
is updated every year or more often, whenever the picture 
of the Space environment in terms of active satellites has 
a considerable change, for example when a large 
constellation is deployed [26]. The effects map is 
generated evaluating the probability of collision with the 
representative targets. For each bin belonging to the grid, 
a fragmentation (collision, payload explosion or rocket 
body explosion) is triggered and propagated for a pre-
defined time 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒  (e.g., 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 = 15  years). Over this time 
span, the cumulative probability of collision with the 
population of representative targets is estimated, and the 
effects 𝑒𝑒 are computed as: 

𝑒𝑒 =
1

𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
�𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐(𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒) 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡

𝑖𝑖=1

 (10) 

where 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇  is the cumulated spacecraft’s cross-
section over the 90% of the representative targets, 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 is 
the cumulative cross-section of the objects belonging to 
the 𝑖𝑖th  bin, and 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐  is the collision probability. As 
highlighted in [26], since the effect map is rescaled with 
the cumulated spacecraft’s cross-section over the 90% of 
the representative targets, the effect does not increase if 

the effect map is computed at a later year where the 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 
has increased. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Effects map for payload explosions in LEO, 
computed by the THEMIS software. 

 
When comparing the effect maps obtained with the 

THEMIS software (Fig. 4) with the ones generated by the 
software CiELO and presented in [3], we can observe a 
relevant difference. In these latest maps, the previously 
symmetry of the effect peaks in inclination (i.e., 
fragmentation at 𝑖𝑖1 = 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑖𝑖2 = 𝜋𝜋 − 𝑖𝑖) is now lost. This 
is due to an error in the computation of the mean relative 
velocity used for the computation of the collision 
probability in the effect evaluation in [3]. 

 
Now that all the input of the space debris index are 

defined, the index can be computed with the stored maps 
and can be used for many mission assessments. Once a 
mission is defined in terms of spacecraft characteristics 
and mission phases, the index is evaluated following the 
procedure outlined in Section 2. As an example, Fig. 5 
shows the index profile for the Sentinel 6 mission 
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comparing different PMDs while in Fig. 6 the total index 
value per mission phase is shown. The total index for 
each test case is reported in Table 1. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Index profile for the Sentinel 6 mission comparing 
different PMDs. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Index evolution per phase - Sentinel 6 mission 
comparing different PMDs. 
 

Table 1. Sentinel 6 total index for diffrent PMDs. 
PMD strategy Index 
Direct disposal 3.22 ·  10−6 

Targeted deorbit 1.98 ·  10−5 
Re-orbit (500 km) 3.52 ·  10−6 

 
5. Space capacity, carrying capacity and seating 

capacity 
In this paragraph the concept of space capacity will 

be introduced and then, following the review in [7], the 

concept of carrying capacity and seating capacity will be 
reviewed from other environmental fields. 

 
5.1 Space capacity 

Space can be seen as a common good or a resource, 
as the orbit occupied by a certain mission for its lifetime 
cannot be used by other missions [27][28][29][30]. In 
addition, Space is filling up with space debris; therefore, 
an unregulated access to space and use of space in terms 
of operating procedures may lead to a future scenario 
where space is difficult to access. To this extent, recent 
studies have introduced the concept of a space 
environment capacity [5][6][7][9][10] that is to define a 
measure of the number and type of missions the space 
environment can allocate, in time, to avoid its 
overcrowding, and to keep a limited number of space 
debris or a limited risk for other missions. Space capacity 
is strongly connected to the concept of debris index; 
indeed, a debris index can be used to measure the impact 
of a mission on the space debris environment and, when 
combined with long-term simulations can also link with 
the evolution of the debris environment in time. This 
combination can facilitate the definition of an available 
environmental capacity as this can become measurable 
and most of all, the contribution of each mission to it can 
be identified. However, consensus on the index to be 
used and its way of aggregation is a priority, as recent 
works [9][8] have shown that applying different index 
definitions and different evolutionary models can lead to 
widely varying results in terms of absolute values of 
capacity and assigned capacity allocation. This highlights 
the importance of a concerted framework for the 
definition, computation, monitoring, and allocation of the 
space environment capacity. 
 
5.2 Carrying capacity 

The concept of carrying capacity, often linked to the 
study of the evolution of population size, was found to be 
of interest in the context of space capacity [7][9]. The 
carrying capacity of an environment is the maximum 
population size of a biological species that can be 
sustained in that specific environment, given the 
resources available [31]. 

In population ecology, carrying capacity is defined as 
the environment's maximal load, which is different from 
the concept of population equilibrium, which may be far 
below an environment's carrying capacity [31]. The 
carrying capacity is “the limit of growth or development 
of each and all hierarchical levels of biological 
integration, beginning with the population, and shaped by 
processes and interdependent relationships between 
finite resources and the consumers of those resources” 
[32]. The effect of carrying capacity on population 
dynamics may be modelled with a logistic function which 
is a common S-shaped curve [32]. It is a modified 
Malthusian growth model (based on the hypothesis of an 
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exponential increase of the human population) where the 
concept of saturation level was included. This quantity, 
referred as “carrying capacity”, is the maximum 
population level that a given environment can support 
given finite resources. 

The ‘ecological’ form of the logistic equation of 
population growth is a simple model of population self-
regulation [32] that is: 

 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 �1 −
𝑑𝑑
𝐾𝐾
� (11) 

where P is the number of individuals, K is the carrying 
capacity and r is the growth rate with an initial population 
of P0. 

The generality of this definition of carrying capacity 
makes it interesting also for a possible translation of the 
concept in the field of spatial environment capacity. 
Previously, the orbital space has been treated as a 
resource that can be used by missions, thus comparing it 
to food, water, etc. Unlike in the natural systems, the 
population of satellites is not self-regulating. The space 
system is not naturally predisposed to a decrease in 
population due to lack of resources, such as the orbital 
space, as is the case with living species because 'births' 
(launches) are not strictly related to population size nor 
to 'deaths' (re-entries into the atmosphere). Due to the 
lack of this automatic adjustment of the number of 
objects, the uncontrolled increase of objects in space, 
known as Kessler syndrome, is possible [33].  

The logistic equation in a slightly different form is 
also used in other contexts, even very different ones [7]. 
In fact, it is applied in the modelling of the carbon dioxide 
(CO2) emissions from fossil fuel combustion. Since the 
industrial times, the concentration of carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere has increased about 25% because of 
human activities. Except for a few countries, the main 
figures of CO2 emission from fossil fuel combustion are 
S-shaped curves [34], represented by the equation: 

  

 𝑑𝑑(𝑑𝑑) =
𝐾𝐾

1 + 𝑒𝑒𝛼𝛼�𝑡𝑡−𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓�
 (12) 

where α is the time decay constant and thalf is the 
symmetric inflection point. 

Parametric estimation methods of the logistic 
equation have been studied and further adopted to model 
the CO2 emission curve from fossil fuel combustion; in 
this way, the parameters representing the equation and 
the carrying capacity are obtained from the fitting of real 
data describing the particles emission. When enough data 
from actual observations are not available, the carrying 
capacity can be calculated from thresholds for correlated 
quantities [35].  

The approach of defining a threshold for some 
representative quantities of the problem could be useful 
also in the case of the definition of the space environment 

capacity. As already mentioned, a maximum acceptable 
collision probability could be imposed as a general 
boundary, also considering the repercussions on the 
number of collision avoidance manoeuvres. 

 
5.3 Seating capacity 

Another interesting example from a totally different 
field is the seating capacity [7]. In fact, the capacity of a 
building, place, or vehicle, also known as seating 
capacity, is the number of people or things it can contain, 
and it is of importance for an optimal and safe success of 
operations and events.  

Simple steps to determine event capacity estimates, 
such as how many square feet per person would be 
needed for a meeting, or how many people can be hosted 
within a venue, can be identified. In the last years, the 
pandemic has given many examples of the importance of 
this concept and how safety parameters can change and 
completely disrupt table arrangements and personal 
spaces dedicated to the individual.  

It is interesting how the definition of seating capacity 
is based on the idea of assigning each person a slot of the 
total available space. An application of this underlying 
idea can already be found in the space field, specifically 
for the allocation of satellites and their communication 
frequencies in the Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) 
protected region, to regulate the population in highly 
competitive areas [36]. Also, the works on constellation 
slot occupancy [37] can be related to the concept of 
seating capacity as each satellite in the constellation can 
occupy only an assigned slot. 

The good results obtained with this approach in the 
GEO region led to think that just as every operator in 
space must acquire a license for radio-frequency slot 
even in the Low Earth orbit (LEO) region, regardless of 
orbit, it may be necessary to expand the licensing regime 
to the orbits themselves. Licensing for orbits, along with 
the disposal requirements, would allow for an enterprise-
level assessment of the impact of future launch activity, 
both on the debris environment as a whole and on the 
operations of satellites already in orbit. 

 
6. Space capacity estimation with THEMIS 

The space capacity mode of the THEMIS tool allows: 
• The computation of the share of the Space capacity 

used up by a mission under analysis 
• The computation of the overall Space capacity 
• The analysis of possible definitions and proxy of the 

capacity threshold. 

The space capacity mode is still under development; 
however, the following section describes the procedures 
that will be followed for the computation of the overall 
space capacity and the share of the capacity by a single 
mission. As proposed in Letizia et al. [4], the first 
approach implemented will be to cumulate the space 
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debris index as computed in Eq. (3) on the index across 
the whole population of intact objects as: 

𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔 = � 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡

𝑖𝑖=1

 (13) 

Eq. (13) can be computed on different class of objects 
(i.e., rocket bodies, non-manoeuvrable payloads, or 
manoeuvrable payloads). As proposed in [4][10], long 
term simulations with DELTA will be run to compute 
𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔  on all the objects generated in simulation with 
yearly snapshots. The allocation of space resources in a 
sustainable way requires the knowledge of the overall 
space capacity consumed by the current assets in orbit 
and the maximum capacity that can be allocated. The first 
approach that will be implemented for evaluating the 
overall consumed space capacity is through the 
aggregated space debris index of all objects in orbit as in 
Letizia et al. [4][10]. 

However, the assessment of the available space 
capacity depends on the evolution of the space 
environment. It is thus necessary to propagate the current 
situation of the space environment into a distant future 
(200 years) through ESA’s DELTA software and 
aggregate the space debris index of the resulting objects. 
Subtracting the consumed capacity to this figure will 
provide us with the available capacity for an 
operationally sustainable space environment. The 
propagation of the current situation into the future 
requires to assume a series of premises related to some 
key parameters (launch rate, explosion rate, PMD rate) 
which will lead to different scenarios depending on the 
selected values. The launch rate is obtained extrapolating 
from the launch pattern in the last four years. The 
explosion rate is set leveraging statistical explosion 
historical data from DISCOS, splitting objects into 
different classes with similar explosion patterns. The 
PMD rate is defined by the disposal success probability, 
taking into account the data gathered in the ESA Space 
Debris Mitigation Guidelines and the ESA Space 
Environment Annual reports. 

The DELTA simulations are used to derive MASTER 
like maps of the debris flux under different hypothesis to 
reflect possible evolutions of the space debris 
environment, for example with different launch rates, 
deployment of large constellations, adherence to PMD 
requirements, etc. For this reason in the DELTA 
simulations it is necessary to define: 
 
• Year of initial population 
• Simulation timespan (e.g., 100, 200 years) 
• Launch traffic 
• Explosion rate 
• Constellations configuration since as shown in [26] 

they affect the map computation substantially. 

In this way the evolution of the cumulative global 
index 𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔  can be studied as a possible proxy of the 
space capacity. Alongside the evaluation of the debris 
index on intact objects, the ESA DELTA software is used 
to evaluate the objects’ density at yearly snapshots, 
which is in turn used to compute the collision probability 
term in Eq. (1), in substitution of ESA MASTER 8. 
However, DELTA only returns information on objects 
with size equal or larger than 10 cm. Therefore, for a 
proper evaluation of the collision probability it is 
necessary to extrapolate the density information also to 
smaller diameters. This is achieved using the same 
functional dependency of the density value as a function 
of the particle size as extracted from ESA MASTER [4]. 
In addition, to compute the collision probability, it is 
necessary to have information on the debris flux. This 
information is not directly available from DELTA, as 
only the density can be extracted. Therefore, to obtain the 
flux, we require the knowledge of the impact speed. This 
can also be extracted from ESA MASTER for different 
orbital regions. Otherwise, a fixed value can also be used 
[4]. The driver to choose those values consists of 
avoiding future scenarios which present exponential 
growth behaviour in usual Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs), like the cumulated number of objects in orbit or 
the cumulated number of catastrophic collisions, which 
would lead to Kessler syndrome scenarios. 

Moreover, in order to study the sensitivity to different 
capacity proxies as highlighted in [9] other possible 
indicators will be considered, such as the number of 
objects larger than 10 cm, the cumulative number of 
catastrophic collisions, the number of close approaches 
of active s/c with debris larger than 1 m, the number of 
close approaches between inactive objects, the number of 
collision avoidance manoeuvres below a certain 
probability threshold. The possibility to consider all these 
alternatives proxies depends on the possibility to extract 
them from the current evolutionary model used, the ESA 
DELTA tool. 

 
7. Web User Interface 

The THEMIS software will allow the interaction with 
the user through a secure Web User Interface. The user 
introduces the credentials and accesses the application 
with the corresponding permissions after the 
authentication by the ESA Single Sign-On system. The 
WUI has a sidebar allowing the user to select the main 
functionalities of the software: 

 
• Environment Impact Evaluation 
• Environment Capacity Evaluation 
• Mission Definition and Review 

The Environment Impact Evaluation view lets the 
user computing the space debris index of a mission using 
only high-level information like physical properties, 
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concept of operations, orbital data, disposal options, etc. 
The Environment Capacity Evaluation view allows the 
user to compute the overall capacity of the space 
environment and the allocation of such capacity to the 
different missions according to the space debris index of 
the mission. The Mission Definition and Review view 
shows an overview of the registered existing and planned 
missions, allowing the user to access the detailed data of 
those missions. Fig. 7 to Fig. 10 shows some snapshots 
of the THEMIS WUI that will be deployed on the ESA 
Website. 

 

 
Fig. 7. THEMIS Single Sign-On.

 

 
Fig. 8. THEMIS Existing mission evaluation. 
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Fig. 9. THEMIS Mission design tool. 
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Fig. 10. THEMIS Space environnement impact evaluation. 

 
 

8. Discussion and conclusions  
The THEMIS tool has been presented in its space 

debris index and space capacity models. Many steps need 

to be yet taken to have a reliable assessment of the space 
carrying capacity and this tool represents one of the first 
steps towards this challenging objective. This tool, and in 
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general the approaches to evaluate the space capacity, 
can be effective in managing the space as a resource and 
also in driving the direction for the definition of 
mitigation rules. Nonetheless, they require a 
comprehensive and international effort as the definition 
of capacity and its allocation policies must come from 
consensus. This is the challenge and responsibility to 
which as space debris community we are called in the 
next few years. 
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